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Why Time Frame of Two Weeks to Begin LEGAL Freedom to Golden Prosperity? 

     In Digital era its good enough time to Designate First Global Mi Lord-- considering broadest 

magnitude and deepest intensity with fast-track speed of on-going SMART CRIME --for Grossly 

obvious Grave Legal reasons: 

1. No one can ever dare to step on Constitution then why wait for what MORE WORST TO happen? 

2. ‘10 guilty may escape but one innocent must not suffer’.  Here Millions & Millions of innocent 

Children are suffering from Day One of conception up to their 18 years Birthday –most crucial years 

for development in his\her lifetime, and to decide who is guilty existing Justice court can never have 

jurisdiction for Global issue. 

3. No one is so rich to buy childhood and youth of one child so how these millions of children will be 

compensated for irreversible damages & none of their fault...again financial burden falls on public to 

pay because UN & 193 Nations government administration don’t make money but survive on Public 

Purse. So earlier Freedom is the best for all of us . 

4. Global issue of Dangerous damages to innocent children is way MORE very very serious than top 

10 global issues of priority such as Terrorism , Environment, Education etc. Impacts of Law-enforced 

Smart Crime are transmitted to our future generations ‘How & When’ only time can show. 

5. Highest helplessness of Legal authorities and ultimate decision makers, is that they made UN 

Charter Laws and now Deadlocked under Administration of UN Chief Administration. So law-bound 

they can never advise UN Chief about need of Justice n UN Chief on his own can never take action 

without legal advisors. So Crime will continue forever Non Stop. 

6. Any Debate/ Support/Comment/Discussion / Conversation etc. is Non constitutional/ illegal. So 

First Global Mi Lord is the only way to unlock all educated scholars and public at large in legal way. 

7 When ‘Ready to use Remedies’ with Live practical Demonstration and legitimate proof n endorsed 

by academic clinical legal authorities etc. &World accepted credibility is available-- Why wait for its 

implementation that legally requires Final Verdict from Global Mi Lord? 

8. Everlasting problem is Intellectual property issue of copyright on teaching 18th century old wrong 

foundation of Human Reproduction—grossly obvious and Grave. So the Remedy is U.S. Patent to fix 

relevant issue is essential requirement for legal procedure to implement. So far--No one could ever 

dare to raise serious issue so, to provide remedy is far remote possibility --Millions of libraries across 

the world are evidential proof. 

9. All world-wide Educated scholars in Law, Media, Medical Science etc. that  are responsible and 

accountable to protect Humanity Mankind/ Human Generations / Human Race are Day & Night 

engaged in its destruction to be continued endlessly, because this is constitutional. So any action to 

protect ourselves is Non-constitutional illegal.  Thus worth value of education in terms of time 

money energy spent on school college education across the Globe is way below zero level---a Big 

Joke in real world.  

10. Why wait watching what to happen from bad to worst? NO more a Free Will because this  list will 

continue… 


